
245. Old Man’s Cloth 

El Anatsui. 2003 C.E. Aluminum and copper wire 

 Article at Khan Academy 

 constructed from flattened liquor bottle labels that the artist collects near his home in Southern Nigeria (bottle 

caps) 

 category? debate amongst viewers—are the wall hangings two-dimensional or three-dimensional?  Are they 

sculptures, even as they hang against the wall like paintings?  Are they individual works or immersive 

installations? Lastly, are they “fine art” or simply an innovative form of “craft”?   
o “such categories did not exist in classic African traditions, which made no distinction between art and 

craft, high art and low."  
o When two of Anatsui’s metal wall hangings appeared in the 2007 Venice Biennale, they were lauded by 

the public and swiftly cemented his place as a leading international contemporary artist. He had, in fact, 

already shown in Venice almost two decades earlier in 1990, when he participated in a small exhibition 

surveying contemporary African art. During the time that lapsed between the two exhibitions, the art 

world became more receptive to artists outside of its Western centers, and by 2007, Anatsui could exhibit 

not only as a representative of the continent, but as an individual artist whose work was significant in its 

own right 
o his work provides an excellent opportunity for discussion about the relationships between artists at the 

center and at the periphery, and between the West and the Global South 
o Bridges the gap between African art and contemporary art 

 As an African artist whose career was forged during the utopia of mid-century African independence movements, 

his work has always engaged his region’s history and culture. The bottle caps, for Anatsui, signify a fraught 

history of trade between Africa and Europe 
o Said the artist: “Alcohol was one of the commodities brought with [Europeans] to exchange for goods in 

Africa. Eventually alcohol become one of the items used in the transatlantic slave trade. They made rum 

in the West Indies, took it to Liverpool, and then it made its way back to Africa” 

 unique for its uneven and jagged edges as well as the “rough texture” of the recycled labels that are incorporated 

into the piece 

 Hidden message - the old man is actually “God” 
o the bottle caps represent humanity and immorality 
o yet God saves humanity: reflected light at any angle, divinity within humanity 

 companion piece: Woman’s cloth  created simultaneously 



 


